The variational autoencoder (VAE) is a popular probabilistic generative model. However, one shortcoming of VAEs is that the latent variables cannot be discrete, which makes it difficult to generate data from different modes of a distribution. Here, we propose an extension of the VAE framework that incorporates a classifier to infer the discrete class of the modeled data. To model sequential data, we can combine our Classifying VAE with a recurrent neural network such as an LSTM. We apply this model to algorithmic music generation, where our model learns to generate musical sequences in different keys. Most previous work in this area avoids modeling key by transposing data into only one or two keys, as opposed to the 10+ different keys in the original music. We show that our Classifying VAE and Classifying VAE+LSTM models outperform the corresponding non-classifying models in generating musical samples that stay in key. This benefit is especially apparent when trained on untransposed music data in the original keys.
Introduction
For decades, researchers have approached the task of algorithmic music generation using computational models [26] . One common approach to this task is to generate samples sequentially using a probability model, using a corpus of training data to learn a probability distribution of the most likely notes to be played at each time step. This approach has been used successfully to compose music in the style of Bach or other composers [21] . However, most previous work using neural networks has avoided modeling the key of the music, usually by transposing all songs in the corpus into only one or two keys [24, 25, 5, 31, 21, 16] . Alternatively, instead of transposing songs into only one or two keys, one could augment the training data by copying each song into multiple keys. However, both approaches typically have one or many of the following shortcomings. First, these models may not allow for the user to explicitly control which key the generated samples are in (e.g., C major versus C minor). Second, as a result of the previous point, the samples generated by these models may alternate between different keys as the generating process continues, resulting in unappealing music samples. Finally, music likely has different probabilistic structure in different keys, owing to various technical or subjective considerations of the composer (e.g., the use of different musical temperaments, or the idea that a song in C major "feels" different than a song written in Db major; see [33] ). To resolve these difficulties, we introduce an approach that allows for control over the key of generated musical samples and does not require first transposing the training data into a limited number of keys.
Many recent approaches at generating polyphonic music have used variational autoencoders (VAEs) [19, 27, 12, 14] , a popular deep generative model that learns both a recognition and generation model for the observed data. However, though VAEs can successfully generate various forms of data such as digits and faces, when the data is multi-modal, VAEs do not provide an explicit mechanism for specifying which mode or class a generated sample should come from. For example, in the case of digit generation, one may wish to ensure the model generates a '2' and not a '4'. Analogously, in the case of music generation, one may wish to ensure the model generates music consistent with the key of C major and not C minor. One option is to provide the class label as an additional input to the model, as in a conditional VAE [29, 32] . However, in the case of music generation, it may be desirable for the model to be able to infer the class label using the sequence history (e.g., when improvising with a human musician). Because VAEs cannot perform inference over discrete-valued latent variables, one common approach is to model the latent distribution as a mixture distribution such as a mixture of Gaussians [11] . However, this approach is difficult to train and often not successful in practice [23] .
Our model, which we call a Classifying VAE 1 , extends the standard VAE by including a classifier to infer the class of each data point. This classifier is trained concurrently with the recognition and generation models of the standard VAE. By modeling the class probabilities as a Logistic Normal distribution, we can use the reparameterization trick of Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes to sample from this class distribution during training [19, 27] . This enables efficient inference while still allowing for control over the class of generated samples. The Classifying VAE can be further extended to model the temporal structure of music by including recurrent neural networks such as long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [15] in the recognition and generative models, following previous work [3, 8, 13] . When applied to music generation, we show that our model can be trained without first transposing the training data into different keys, and allows for generating music that stays in a user-specified key. This paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the task of modeling polyphonic music, and provide background on previous approaches using VAEs with LSTMs. Next, we introduce the Classifying VAE and Classifying VAE+LSTM, which allow us to generate data from one of several discrete classes. We then apply these models to music generation and show that the Classifying VAE learns an interpretable latent space. Finally, we show that the Classifying VAE and Classifying VAE+LSTM generate musical sequences that stay in key more often than similar models when trained on songs in their original keys.
Preliminaries Polyphonic music
Western music uses a set of 12 pitch classes (A, Bb, B, C, Db, D, Eb, E, F, Gb, G, Ab) (Figure 1 , top). Most songs are written using only a subset of these classes depending on what key the song is written in. The key of a song refers to the central tonic note (e.g., C, D, etc.), along with a mode (e.g., major, minor, etc.). For example, music written in the key of C major will tend to use all notes without sharps or flats (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) (Figure 1 , bottom), with "C" being the tonic note that most melodies resolve on. Music in the key of C minor, by contrast, will have the same tonic note (C) but a different overall set of notes (C, D, Eb, F, G, Ab, Bb). Overall, there are 24 possible keys, corresponding to the twelve tonic notes in either the major or minor mode. However, each major key has a relative minor key that uses the same pitch classes. For example, the relative minor key of C major is A minor (A, B, C, D, E, F, G). For simplification, we treat these pairs of major and relative minor keys as the same key class, resulting in 12 distinct key classes.
In this paper we model music data as a series of 88-dimensional binary vectors, X t ∈ {0, 1} 88 , where the j th entry, X j t , can be thought of as representing whether the j th key on an 88-key piano was played at time t. In polyphonic music, multiple notes may be played simultaneously (i.e., 88 j=1 X j t ∈ {0, 1, ..., 88}). We define X = {X t | t = 1, ..., T } as a music sequence with length T . As an example of how key determines which notes are likely to be played, let w ∈ {0, 1} be the key of X, and suppose that w = 0 refers to the key of C major. Then for any t ∈ {1, ..., T } and j ∈ {1, ..., 88}, we know that P (X j t | w = 0) ≈ 0 if the pitch class of note j is not in {A, B, C, D, E, F, G}. While songs do occasionally change key, we assume that the key is constant within short segments of music, e.g., when T is sufficiently small. 
The variational autoencoder
Variational autoencoders [19, 27] provide a flexible framework for generating samples from complex distributions using the Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes (SGVB) estimator. The VAE models observed data, X, as a nonlinear transformation of unobserved latent variables, z. A recognition (encoding) network is trained to infer the posterior distribution of likely latent variables given the observed data, while a generating (decoding) model is trained to transform samples from this posterior distribution to match the observed data. The joint distribution under consideration is the following:
where θ are a set of generative parameters. The prior on the latent variables, p θ (z), typically takes a simple form (e.g., a standard multivariate Gaussian distribution) to allow for straightforward model fitting and data generation. The VAE model is trained to learn the generating model, p θ (X | z), as well as a variational approximation of the recognition model, p θ (z | X). The main idea is to first write the following equality involving the total marginal likelihood,
where D is the KL divergence, q φ (z | X) is our variational approximation to the posterior with parameters φ, and the right-hand side is called the evidence lower-bound, or ELBO. To maximize the marginal likelihood, p θ (X), we can maximize the ELBO, provided we ensure that D[q φ (z | X) p θ (z | X)] is small. The standard approach, which we use here, is to assume that q φ (z | X) is a multivariate Gaussian with mean and diagonal variance computed by a multilayer perceptron given the input X. We can compute E z∼q φ (z|X) [log p θ (X | z)] using a reparameterization trick, which allows the ELBO to be maximized using stochastic gradient descent on θ and φ with gradients computed via backpropagation. This reparameterization consists of rewriting z ∼ q φ (z | X) as z = g φ (X, ), where g φ is some continuous function with respect to X, and is a sample from a random (untrained) noise distribution. In the case of q φ (z | X) above with mean µ φ (X) and diagonal covariance σ 2 φ (X), we can write z = µ φ (X) + σ φ (X) , where ∼ N (0, I). However, one drawback of this approach is that it does not apply for discrete latents. This is problematic if we want to generate music samples from a discrete latent key.
The Classifying Variational Autoencoder
To allow the VAE to infer the class of its generated data, we incorporate an additional continuous latent variable, w, that represents the inferred probability of the data belonging to each of d distinct classes (e.g., d is the number of keys). The joint distribution we consider is
where X is the observed data, z and w are unobserved latent variables, and z and w assumed to be independent.
Above, w is a vector of dimension d, the number of classes. We assume that during training we are given X as well as w, while at test time (e.g., for generation) we have only X. Because a variational autoencoder cannot infer discrete latent variables, our approach is to treat w as a set of class probabilities rather than as a discrete categorical variable. Our goal during training is to learn the full posterior of class probabilities, p θ (w | X), by training a classifier network to match both the mean and variance of this posterior. Samples from this inferred posterior are then fed into the recognition model, potentially providing an extra source of stochasticity.
We now follow the main idea of the variational autoencoder (as above). First, we construct a variational lower-bound on the log of the marginal likelihood p θ (X) = p θ (X | z, w)p θ (z)p θ (w)∂w∂z. We can write the following equality:
Applying the chain rule on the KL terms, we can rewrite the left-hand side as:
We can similarly rewrite the right-hand side:
where we have also applied the independence of w and z. As in a standard VAE, p θ (z) and p θ (w) are priors, while q φ (w | X) and q φ (z | w, X) are variational approximations to the true posteriors. We aim to maximize the marginal likelihood, log p θ (X), by maximizing the right-hand side using stochastic gradient descent on θ and φ.
To keep our lower-bound on the marginal likelihood tight, we must also ensure the KL divergences on the left-hand side are small. As in the standard VAE, here we suppose we do not have access to the true posterior p θ (z | X, w). However, we suppose that when training we do have access to the true class (a delta function), which we denotew. Thus, instead of minimizing
, we can minimize the categorical cross-entropy loss between q φ (w | X) andw, encouraging q φ (w | X) to classify X. For this reason, we call our model a Classifying VAE. The final objective (L) is then:
where in the final term, L c (w;w) is the categorical cross-entropy loss between a sampled w ∼ q φ (w | X) and the true classw, while α is a hyperparameter. Note that when α = 0, this is the objective for a standard VAE.
The key idea of our model is that samples from q φ (w | X) are used in the recognition model for z while also affecting the classification loss. The goal is that improved classification of X will lead to better reconstruction of X as well as control over the class of generated samples. As with the standard VAE, we use the Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes (SGVB) estimator of the ELBO, whereby we draw samples of w ∼ q φ (w | X) and z ∼ q φ (z | w, X) for each minibatch during training. One of the limitations of the VAE is that the latent variables z and w cannot be discrete. We must be able to apply the "reparameterization trick" and generate samples of z and w as differentiable, deterministic functions of X and some auxiliary variables with independent marginals. We can choose q φ (z | w, X) to be a standard multivariate Gaussian as we did with the standard VAE. However, q φ (w | X) is intended to be the inferred posterior probabilities that X belongs to each class, but the natural choice of q φ (w | X) as Dirichlet is not compatible with the reparameterization trick. Instead, we parameterize q φ (w | X) as a Logistic Normal distribution [2] with mean and diagonal covariance computed by the output of a multilayer perceptron given the input X. Samples This allows us to sample both w ∼ q φ (w | X) and z ∼ q φ (z | X, w) using the reparameterization trick, enabling us to train the Classifying VAE using SGVB. Figure 2 : From left to right, the inference model for w, the inference model for z t , and the generative model for X t in the Classifying VAE+LSTM. w is a continuous latent variable representing the probability that the sequence X came from one of d discrete classes. z t is a continuous latent variable, inferred using an encoder LSTM with deterministic hidden state g. X t is an observed discrete variable, and is generated using the decoder LSTM with deterministic hidden state h.
Modeling sequences with a Classifying VAE+LSTM
The VAE (and Classifying VAE) attempts to "autoencode" or reconstruct an input X using a recognition and generating network. When X is a sequence, one may still use a standard VAE by autoencoding each time step X t independently. Recent extensions of VAEs to sequence data incorporate recurrent neural networks (RNN) such as long short-term memory (LSTM) networks into both the encoder and decoder networks of a VAE [3, 8, 13] . Broadly, this allows the encoding and decoding networks to be conditioned on the sequence history at each time step. We refer to these models as recurrent variational autoencoders, or VAE+LSTM. Here for simplicity we focus on the STORN model [3] , where the sampled latent variables z t are assumed to be sampled independently over time from a stationary prior. In our experiments below we extend STORN to a Classifying VAE+LSTM analogously to how we extend the VAE to a Classifying VAE.
Methods Data
We applied our method to generate sequences of polyphonic music in the form of piano-roll data. For training data we use both the entire corpus of 382 four-part harmonized chorales by J.S. Bach ("JSB Chorales"), and a collection of classical music by a variety of composers ("Piano-midi.de"), both obtained from the authors of [5] . Following previous work [5] , this corpus was discretized and converted to piano-roll notation, so that at each time step of the music, X ∈ {0, 1}
88
, is a binary vector denoting which of 88 notes (from A0 to C8) was played at that time.
One of the most popular algorithms for detecting the key of a musical sequence is the KrumhanslSchmuckler algorithm [20] . This algorithm finds the proportion of each pitch class present in a sequence, and compares this with the proportions expected in each key. We used the implementation of this algorithm in the Python package music21 [10] to establish the ground-truth key of each musical sequence in our training data. For the purposes of our experiments, we treated pairs of major and relative minor keys as the same key class (e.g., C major and A minor). For comparison with previous work on these data sets, we also present results for models trained on each corpus where every song in a major key was transposed to C major and every song in a minor key was transposed to C minor [5, 3, 31, 22, 16] .
Implementation
Architecture. For the Classifying VAE, we assume the following priors on w and z t for t = 1, ..., T :
For our posterior approximations, we use:
where µ w,φ and σ 2 w,φ are implemented as the outputs of a neural network (the "classifier"), and µ z,φ and σ 2 z,φ are implemented as the outputs of a different neural network (the "encoder"). Because the outputs of the encoder are a function of both X and w, during training we draw a single sample w ∼ q φ (w | X) as described previously in order to compute µ z,φ (X t , w) and σ 2 z,φ (X t , w) for t = 1, ..., T . Finally, following [3] we assume for i = 1, ..., 88: p θ (X i t | w, z t , X t−1 ) = Bernoulli(π i φ (w, z t , X t−1 )) where the probabilities π i φ are the output of a third neural network (the "decoder") given a single sample of w and z t from the above q φ distributions, as well as the previous time step X t−1 . For the classifier, encoder, and decoder networks, we use multilayer perceptrons (one for each network) with one hidden layer and ReLu activation functions. The outputs of the decoder network are passed through a sigmoid nonlinearity to constrain the values between 0 and 1.
We also implement a standard VAE [19, 27] , equivalent to ignoring w in all equations above. For our standard VAE+LSTM, we implement a network similar to STORN [3] . In this case, the encoder and decoder networks are each replaced with an LSTM followed by a single dense layer, so that the equations above are also conditioned on the hidden states of the LSTMs. The Classifying VAE+LSTM is similar except for the addition of a classifier, implemented analogously to the Classifying VAE (see Figure 2 ). Note that the classifier is given an entire sequence X of length T to classify the key. For the Classifying VAE, T = 1, while for the Classifying VAE+LSTM, we treat the sequence length as a hyperparameter.
Training. All models were implemented using Keras with a Tensorflow backend [7, 1] . Weights were initialized to a random sample N (0, 0.01), and trained with stochastic gradient descent using Adam [17] (α = 0.001, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, = 1 × 10
−8
). We found using weight normalization [28] resulted in faster convergence. As suggested in other work [6] , we also gradually introduced the KL terms into the loss function during training. Figure 3: Comparison of the encodings, µ z , of held-out data for the VAE (left) and Classifying VAE (right) using inputs from songs in the key of either C major (unsaturated red points) or C minor (saturated blue points). The Classifying VAE encodes z after first inferring the probability that X came from a song in one of the two keys. The Classifying VAE's encodings more closely match the imposed prior z ∼ N (0, I) than do those of the VAE.
To prevent overfitting, training ceased when the loss on validation data did not decrease for five consecutive epochs. For each model and data set combination we performed a random hyperparameter search with 128 runs [4] , and identified the best hyperparameters in terms of performance on a held-out validation set. Performance was measured as the estimated average log-likelihood using the importance sampler described in [27] .
Sample generation. To assess the key consistency of each model's generated samples, we provide each model with seed sequences X seed of length T , and use each model to generate the next T timesteps. To generate music samples, the VAE and Classifying VAE use the last timestep of the seed sequence as X 0 , and generate X t by sequentially autoencoding X t−1 for t = 1, ..., T . The VAE+LSTM and Classifying VAE+LSTM generate samples similarly, except they first use the entire seed sequence to initialize the hidden states of the encoder and decoder LSTMs by passing the seed sequence through the network. Note that before generating music samples, the Classifying models first sample w ∼ q φ (w | X seed ) from the classifier network and use this value of w in the steps above.
Results

Visualization of learned manifolds
We start with a simplified example, comparable to previous experiments using neural networks to generate polyphonic music, in which the training data is the JSB Chorales corpus, with its songs transposed to be in either the key of C major or C minor [5, 3, 31, 22, 16] . Figure 3 . In each panel, probabilities are arranged in terms of the corresponding pitch (x-axis) and octave (y-axis), with darker colors representing higher probabilities of playing the corresponding note. The text in each panel describes the most likely chord given the decoded probabilities. Overall, the value of w controlled whether the decoded notes were appropriate for either C major (when w = 0) or C minor (w = 1), while varying z and holding w fixed resulted in different chords still consistent with the same key (e.g., the two panels in the top row).
We trained a standard VAE and Classifying VAE where the dimensionality of the continuous latents, z, was two. Additionally, we modified the decoding model so that decoding at each time step is independent (i.e., the decoding model is not conditioned on X t−1 ). This allows us to easily visualize the encodings learned by each network given a time step from a song in C major or C minor.
We visualize the encodings in both networks by depicting the mean encodings, µ z , of held-out data ( Figure 3) . To understand how inputs in different keys were encoded, we color the mean encodings according to the key of each input (C major: unsaturated red; C minor: saturated blue). This reveals a critical difference in the encodings of the VAE and Classifying VAE: The encodings of the VAE show clustering based on the key of the input, while the Classifying VAE appears to more evenly utilize the latent space for songs in both C major and C minor. For example, for the VAE encodings in Figure 3 (left panel) , values near the center (e.g. (0,0)) are more likely to be inputs from songs in C minor, while those near the edge (e.g. (0,2)) are more likely to come from songs in C major. This clustering is problematic when generating data, because we have no principled way of sampling from one cluster and not another. Over time, we will likely sample values of z t from different clusters, resulting in samples that alternate between C major and C minor. By contrast, the encodings of the Classifying VAE more closely resemble the prior distribution, z ∼ N (0, I), for songs in both C major and C minor. This is because the recognition model for z depends on w, the current key. The absence of clustering in the Classifying VAE's encoding space suggests that the Classifying VAE may have better captured the data manifold than the standard VAE [23] .
One proposed benefit of modeling the key of the music is that we can control the key of the generated samples. We next assess whether this is the case with the Classifying VAE, by exploring whether the value of w effectively controls the key of the generated samples. To do this, we visualize the outputs of the decoder network given different values of w and z. The outputs, p θ (X | z, w), represent the probabilities of different notes being generated, given the latent encodings. We visualize these probabilities as heatmaps, arranged so that two heatmaps in the same column depict the decoded probabilities given the same value of z but different values of w (Figure 4) . We identified the chord described by each heatmap, and found that the same value of z resulted in vastly different chords depending on whether w specified a song in C major (top) or C minor (bottom). This suggests that in the Classifying VAE, the value of w controls the key of the generated notes, while different values of z generate various chords consistent with that key.
Log-likelihoods and key consistency
We next show that the classifying networks in the Classifying VAE and Classifying VAE+LSTM enable these models to generate music that stays more in key than the standard models, while still maintaining similar average log-likelihoods. To assess this we trained a VAE, Classifying VAE, VAE+LSTM, and Classifying VAE+LSTM on four different data sets. This included (1) JSB Chorales with songs transposed to two keys (C major or C minor), (2) JSB Chorales with songs in their original keys, (3) Piano-midi.de with songs transposed to two keys (C major or C minor), and (4) Piano-midi.de with songs in their original keys. Here we did not restrict the models to using only two latent dimensions. For the Piano-midi.de data in the original keys, we discretized the music to sixteenth notes, while the data in two keys was discretized to eighth notes, for comparison to previous work. Because we were limited in computational power, for the Piano-midi.de data in the original keys we fit only the VAE and Classifying VAE models.
Average log-likelihoods JSB Chorales JSB Chorales Piano-midi. Table 1 : Estimated average log-likelihoods on test data, for models trained on songs transposed to C major and C minor ("two keys"), or in the original, untransposed keys ("all keys"). All loglikelihoods were estimated using the importance sampler described in [27] on held-out test data, after choosing the best hyperparameters using validation data. Table 1 displays our estimates of each model's average log-likelihood, which we computed using the importance sampler as described in [27] on held-out test data, after choosing the best hyperparameters for each model using a validation set. Estimating the log-likelihood involves marginalizing out the unobserved variable z (and w, for the Classifying models) in order to estimate log p θ (X), for all X in the test data. Previous work has reported the performance of similar models on these corpuses after transposing the data to two keys [5, 3, 31, 22, 16] . To our knowledge, the performance of our VAE+LSTM model on the Piano-midi.de data set (in two keys) is the highest reported for this data set, tied with the RNN-NADE model [5] .
Somewhat surprisingly, we observed that both the VAE and Classifying VAE models achieved similar log-likelihoods as the VAE+LSTM and Classifying VAE+LSTM, for all data sets (Table 1) . This suggests that a model such as the VAE, which can use X t−1 to decode X t , is capturing almost as much of the temporal structure in these data sets as a VAE that uses LSTMs in the encoder and decoder networks. Given that music almost certainly has longer term dependencies, future models should aim to better capture these longer-term dependences.
Critical to our experiments, the addition of the Classifying networks to the standard VAE and VAE+LSTM resulted in similar performance in terms of log-likelihood, for both data sets. This was true even when fitting these models to data in the original keys. However, a model having high log-likelihood does not necessarily imply that its generated samples will be high quality [30] . As we will show next, the generated samples of the Classifying models achieve higher key consistency. Table 2 : Percentage of notes in generated samples consistent with a particular key ("key consistency") (mean ± SE). Averages were computed as the geometric mean across samples. Each model generates a sample for T = 16 time steps after being seeded with each musical sequence in held-out test data. Chance performance is 67%. The seed sequences from test data ("Data") show a key consistency below 100% due to variations in the key of each sequence. When the Classifying models are provided with the true key of the seed sample (models with * ) rather than using the inferred key (models without * ), this results in even higher key consistency.
We now assess whether the Classifying models are able to effectively improve the ability of the VAE and VAE+LSTM to produce music that stays in key. For each model, we generate music samples with length T = 16 after being seeded with each musical sequence of length T = 16 in the heldout test data of the JSB Chorales corpus. Although we use T = 16 here, other sequence lengths yield similar results. We then determine how consistent the generated samples are with the key of the seed sequence by calculating the proportion of notes in each sequence that are in the key of the seed sequence (Table 2 ). For example, if the seed sequence is in C major, we count the proportion of pitch classes in the generated sample that are in the eight-element set (A, B, C, D, E, F, G). Because each key is composed of eight pitch classes, and in total there are 12 pitch classes to choose from, chance-level performance is 67%. However, even the seed samples from the test data contain notes not strictly in the eight-element set defining their key ( Table 2 , "Data"). For example, as suggested by Figure 1 (bottom panel) , songs in JSB Chorales labeled as being in the key of C major also include a small proportion of the notes Bb, Db, Eb, Gb, and Ab.
We observe that, for the data sets in two keys, the key consistency of the Classifying models is comparable or better than that of the standard models (Table 2 , first column). However, for the data sets in the original keys, the Classifying VAE+LSTM model is able to generate musical samples with the same key consistency of the seed sequences, while the standard models generate much less consistent samples (Table 2 , second column). Finally, we note that providing our models with the true key of the seed sequence (rather than them having to infer the key) improves their performance above the other models in all data sets.
We also assessed two other statistics of the generated music for comparison to that of the held-out test data, for samples of length T = 16 from JSB Chorales. First, we measured the average number of notes played at each time step, which for the JSB Chorales test data was 3.9 ± 0.0 (mean ± SE). Second, we measured the tone span, or the average distance between the highest and lowest pitch in each sample, which for the JSB Chorales test data was 30.9 ± 0.1 (mean ± SE). For both of these metrics, all models achieved mean values within 6% of that of the test data, on average. We provide these quantitative measures as a first approximation of the samples' musical quality, though we note that a more thorough assessment of musicality would involve subjective assessments by expert musicians [9] .
Related Work
There are a few other extensions to the variational autoencoder that allow for the data to be conditioned on a discrete class variable. This includes both the conditional variational autoencoder [29, 32] and a semi-supervised variational autoencoder [18] . Our work differs from these previous approaches as follows. First, in contrast to the conditional variational autoencoder [29, 32] , we do not assume that we are provided with the conditioning class variable at test time (e.g., when generating samples). This would be beneficial in a live music generation setting. For example, our model could play along with a musician without having to be explicitly told which key to play in.
Though our model bears some similarity to the semi-supervised autoencoder [18] , in fact the aims of these two models are quite distinct. The aim of the semi-supervised model is to improve classification accuracy using unlabeled data. By contrast, the primary aim of our model is to improve reconstruction error by leveraging a classifier trained on labeled data. Because we treat the class variable as a continuous value and use samples from its inferred posterior as inputs to the recognition network, our model has the option of using the classifier's outputs as an additional source of stochasticity during inference. This is because the aim of our model, unlike the semi-supervised autoencoder, is to optimize reconstruction error and not classification error. Also, though the semisupervised variational autoencoder infers the class variables (y) for the subset of unlabeled data, the classifier and autoencoder layers must be trained separately. Because y is multinomial, it must be marginalized out, and the generative likelihood (see their Equation 7) must be evaluated for each possible value of y at each gradient step. As mentioned in their Discussion, this is a very expensive operation and means that training becomes more costly in the multi-class case. By contrast, we parameterize our latent class variable with a logistic normal distribution, which allows us to use the reparameterization trick, so that we can train both the classifier and autoencoder simultaneously.
Conclusions
We have developed extensions of the variational autoencoder (VAE) and recurrent variational autoencoder called the Classifying VAE and Classifying VAE+LSTM. This approach enables us to model the class of the data sequence using an additional classifier network. We demonstrate that this approach is effective for generating polyphonic music that stays in key better than do the samples from the standard VAE or VAE+LSTM models.
